2021 HSS Scholar

KATHERINE "KAT" SIDES
Majors: Communication and
Business Administration
Educational Highlights: Throughout my career at the College
of Charleston, I have worked diligently with the Communication
department to apply the skills that I have learned during my time
here into the real world. During my internship with a nonprofit
organization called The Purple Tutu, I wrote several news
articles, as well as designed and implemented an entire campaign
plan, to raise awareness for those in need. As a Center for
Student Learning Speaking Lab tutor, I have facilitated the
learning of core communication skills and helped to create a new
generation of successful communication students. I have been
actively engaged with the campus community as a member of
the Love Your Melon organization and the Phi Eta Sigma
Honors Society. Lastly, I have worked closely with my
professors and peers within the Communication department to
conduct professional research and become a published author.
The skills that I acquired during my journey at the College are
ones that I will take with me throughout the rest of my life.
Research Focus or Project: I had the opportunity to create an interpersonal research project through my
Communication Capstone. The project focused heavily on the impacts of intrafamilial communication
techniques and their impact on the communicative tendencies of offspring. The benefits of this project were
twofold. Firstly, it allowed me to explore a topic in which I am deeply interested. Coming from a big family, it
was important for me to understand how communication within the family shaped my social life. Secondly,
the project gave me the opportunity to explore professional research in a controlled setting where feedback
was both plentiful and helpful. Conducting and publishing research through the Communication major was
such an eye-opening and meaningful opportunity, allowing me to expand my knowledge and explore the
world of professional research.
Future Plans: My future plans entail searching for job opportunities abroad, more specifically in Germany
and Ireland. Working in these countries would provide the opportunity to learn new forms of communication
and immerse myself within new cultures, all the while building upon the skills I have already learned. In
finding employment abroad, I would expand my skill base and cultural literacy, making myself a more
capable global communicator.
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